Government Information & Resources

Government Documents Collection

NW corner of the 1st floor and organized by SuDoc & OKDoc classification systems. Always ask for assistance at the Reference Desk in locating government documents.

Online Government Information

http://www.swosu.edu/library/infoservices/govdocs/gov.htm

Online Search Tools

FirstGov http://www.firstgov.gov/
Google Uncle Sam http://www.google.com/ig/usgov
Thomas http://thomas.loc.gov
GPO Access http://catalog.gpo.gov/F
SoonerSearch http://www.soonersearch.net/

Databases

CQ Researcher
Contains in-depth analytical reports on current and controversial issues concentric to the U.S. government. Each report gives the reader a broad overview of the issue, including the historical background and a discussion of current controversies and initiatives. The benefit of these reports is the pro/con section clearly stating opposing viewpoints to a question posed based on a current or controversial issue.

ERIC
An index to thousands of education-related journal articles, books, theses, curricula, conference papers, standards, and guidelines.

Medline
An index of journals in the fields of medicine, nursing, dentistry, and veterinary medicine from the National Institutes of Health and other trusted sources.

Military Library FullText
A full text index from over 340 military and general interest publications

SWOSU Library
Reference Desk 580.774.7082